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Neutrons	  see	  the	  Light	  Elements	  
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What	  do	  the	  Neutrons	  Tell	  Us?	  

•  Structure to molecular and atomic level 
•  Dynamics 

•  Magnetic structure 

•  Imaging 

-> A wide range of science areas 

•  A wide range of time- and length-scales can be probed 

•  Deeply penetrating and non-invasive 

•  A unique probe for magnetism 

•  Uniquely sensitive to protons and isotope selective 

-> Highly complementary to X-rays and other probes 
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• charge neutral: deeply pene-
trating ... except for some isotopes

• nuclear interaction: cross 
section depending on isotope    
(not Z), sensitive to light elements.

• spin S = 1/2: probing magnetism

• unstable n → p + e + νe  with life 
time τ ~ 900s , I  =  I0  e- t/τ

• mass: n ~p; thermal energies 
result in non-relativistic velocities. 
E = 293 K = 25 meV,                   
v = 2196 m/s , λ = 1.8 Å

!  Catalyzes the reduction of glucose to sorbitol, the first step in the alternative ‘polyol 
pathway’ of glucose metabolism 

!  Highest resolution X-ray structure for a medium-sized protein (36kDa) 
!  Overall more than half (54%) the H-atoms were seen, while in the active-site 77% 

of H-atoms were visible 
!  Some of the key H-atoms were not seen due to their mobility (high B-factors) hence 

the protonation states of key active-site residues were unknown 

Tertiary structure of 
hAR 

Active-site region of hAR 

Plot of %visibility of H-
atoms in hAR vs B-factor of 
bonded atom  

Blakeley et al 

E. Ressouche -  Ecole Neutrons et magnétisme – JDN 20 (18 - 22 mai 2012) 

EXEMPLE : TPV FREE RADICAL 
• TPV : free radical made of C (green), N (blue) and H (yellow). Carries a spin ! 

Where is the spin ? 

MAGNETISM
SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS

Coexistence of long-ranged magnetic order
and superconductivity in the pnictide
superconductor SmFeAsO1− xFx (x = 0, 0.15)

6000 barns, nearly 2.5 times that of cadmium) yields a 1/e 
thickness for SmFeAsO of about 80 mg/cm2, precluding the use 
of conventional sample holders. 

We used a recently developed large-area single-crystal flat-
plate sample holder [4] to place about 1.6 g of material in the 
neutron beam. The scattering measurements were carried out at a 
wavelength of 2.417 Å on the D20 thermal powder diffractometer 
at the ILL. For each sample, data sets were obtained at 1.6 K and 
10.0 K with counting times of 10 hours (SmFeAsO) and 15 hours 
(SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 ) for each temperature. The purely nuclear 
patterns at 10 K (figure 1a) were fitted to establish scale factors, 
lattice parameters and the instrument profile function. These were 
then fixed while the difference patterns (1.6 K−10 K) were fitted 
to obtain the magnetic structure. All refinements of the neutron 
diffraction patterns employed the FullProf suite [5, 6].

The samarium moments were found to order antiferromagnetically 
along the c−axis in a G-mode which has a + − + − moment sequence. 
This structure corresponds to the Cm'm'a' group. Figure 2a shows 
a representation of the derived magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 
1.6 K. Fitting the section of the diffraction pattern shown in figure 1b 
yields a samarium moment of 0.60(3) µB for SmFeAsO at 1.6 K. 

A similar analysis of the SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 data shown in figure 1d 
yields a closely related magnetic structure (Shubnikov magnetic 
space group: P4/n'm'm') and a Sm moment of 0.53(3) µB.

The most significant aspect of the pattern shown in figure 1d 
is not that SmFeAsO and SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 adopt closely related 
magnetic structures, but rather, that the samarium moments are 
magnetically ordered in a superconducting sample (this sample 
exhibits a Tc of 53.5 K) and that the samarium moments are 
essentially the same in both compounds. This provides direct 
confirmation that antiferromagnetic order and superconductivity 
co-exist in the SmFeAsO/F system [7]. 

We will be extending this project to the GdFeAsO system which 
should be easier to work with as while gadolinium has a much 
higher absorption cross-section it also has a larger moment, 
making the magnetic signal much easier to see.

High-intensity two-axis diffractometer D20
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Figure 2: (a) The samarium magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 1.6 K.
The layered nature of both the chemical and magnetic structures
is emphasised by showing two unit cells in the b direction. 
(b) A projection of the magnetic structure onto the basal plane shows 
the relationship between the magnetic structures of SmFeAsO
and SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 at 1.6 K. The black discs mark the samarium 
atoms on the z = 0.137 plane that have their moments pointing “up”,
while the green discs denote samarium atoms on the z plane that 
have their moments pointing “down”. Four unit cells of the smaller 
(tetragonal, P4/n'm'm') form of SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 each containing 
two samarium atoms (one each of black and green) are shown by 
the magenta lines, while the relationship to the larger (orthorhombic, 
Cm'm'a') cell of SmFeAsO that contains four samarium atoms is 
shown by the grey lines.
Note: The orthorhombic basal lattice parameters differ by only
0.7 % and cannot be distinguished here.
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Neutrons	  for	  Archaeology	  and	  Cultural	  
Heritage	  

Indonesian	  dagger	  sheath,	  
silver	  outside	  wood.	  	  

Dinosaur	  egg	  



Advanced	  Materials	  for	  Health	  

Double	  network	  hydrogels	  provide	  strength	  and	  resiliance	  
together	  with	  high	  water	  content.	  

Gel	  structure	  forms	  over	  mul,ple	  length	  scales.	  

Kine7cs	  of	  gela7on	  can	  be	  rapid	  needing	  sub-‐second	  7me	  
resolu7on.	  

Neutrons	  provide	  the	  structure	  of	  each	  component	  in	  the	  
presence	  of	  the	  other.	  

Swelling	  of	  a	  double	  network	  
hydrogel	  designed	  for	  use	  as	  a	  
cornea	  replacement.	  	  
(Frank	  Group,	  Stanford)	  



Neutrons	  reveal	  how	  drugs	  interact	  with	  drug	  
targets	  	  

Image:	  Fisher,	  S.	  Z.	  et	  al.	  2012	  JACS	  

The	  enzyme	  carbonic	  
anhydrase	  transports	  CO2	  
and	  regulates	  blood	  acidity.	  
It	  is	  a	  major	  player	  in	  some	  
cancers,	  glaucoma,	  obesity	  
and	  high	  blood	  pressure	  

Neutron	  crystallography	  
pinpoints	  protons	  and	  
waters	  in	  the	  ac7ve	  site,	  
showing	  how	  the	  drug	  
Acetazolamide	  binds	  



How	  ESS	  works	  



Neutron	  facili7es	  –	  reactors	  and	  par7cle	  driven	  

Berkeley	  37-‐inch	  cyclotron	  
350	  mCi	  Ra-‐Be	  source	  
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ESS	  long	  pulse	  poten7al	  

Possibilities of pulse shaping!
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Journey to deliver the world’s leading 
facility for research using neutrons

2014
Construction Starts 
on Green Field Site

2009
Decision to Site 
ESS in Lund

2025
ESS Construction 
Phase Complete

2003
European Design of ESS 
Completed

2012
ESS Design Update 
Phase Complete

2019
Machine Ready for
1st Beam on Target

2023
ESS Starts
User Program
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Financing includes cash and deliverables

Host Countries Sweden and Denmark 
  

Construction 47.5% Cash Investment ~ 97%
Operations 15%

Non Host Member Countries
    

Construction 52.5% In-kind Deliverables   ~ 70%
Operations 85%



CURRENT
Sweden (member) 35.0 %
Denmark (member) * 12.5 %
Germany (member) * 11.0 %
United Kingdom (founding observer) 10.0 %
France (member) 8.0 %
Italy (member) 6.0 %
Spain (founding observer) * 5.0 %
Switzerland (member) 3.5 %
Norway (member) 2.5 %
Poland (member) 2.0 %
Czech Republic (member) 2.0 %
Hungary (member) 0.95 %
Lithuania (future member) 0.45 %
Estonia (member) 0.25 %

Total * ~99 %

FUTURE

Belgium (founding observer) tbd
Netherlands (founding observer) tbd
Greece (future observer) tbd 
Turkey (future observer) tbd
Latvia, Portugal, Finland tbd

15

Construction investment

* Includes Pre-construction Costs, Current Construction Commitment ~97%.

Sweden

Denmark

Germany

United Kingdom

France

Italy

Spain

Switzerland
Norway

Poland

Czech Republic Hungary
Lithuania

Estonia
To be determined



ESS AB transitioned into European Research 
Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC)
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ESS AB

-  Swedish limited liability 
corporation

-  Owned by the Swedish and 
Danish governments

European Spallation 
Source ERIC

-  European Research 
Infrastructure Consortium

-  Sole governing body: the 
European Spallation Source 
ERIC Council, comprised of 
representatives from the 
Member and Observer 
Countries

transfer of assets, 
obligations and 
personnel 
on Oct 1, 2015



Ground Break &  
Foundation Stone Ceremony
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Ground Break Event
•  2 September 2014 (200 guests)
•  Official start of the construction!

Foundation Stone Ceremony
•  9 October 2014 (700 guests)
•  Programme on site including speeches, partner 

video, walking tour and reception
•  Science Symposium in Lund
•  Mobilized partners and stakeholders for construction!



ERIC Plate Ceremony

Handing over of the ERIC Plate
•  8 September 2015 (60 guests) onsite 
•  Marked the transition from ESS AB to 

The European Spallation Source 
ERIC

•  Speakers: 
•  Robert-Jan Smits, Director-

General for Research and 
Innovation, European 
Commission 

•  Helene Hellmark Knutsson, 
Swedish Minister for Higher 
Education and Research

•  Dr. Esben Lunde Larsen, Danish 
Minister for Higher Education 
and Science



ESS	  looking	  towards	  MAX	  IV	  and	  Lund	  University	  



ESS	  target	  building	  
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367 
Employees

47 
Nationalities

Organisation

~ 100
Collaborating Institutions

42 In-kind Partners
60 Collaboration, MoU and 

Grant Partners
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Aarhus University
Atomki - Institute for Nuclear Research
Agder University
Bergen University
CEA Saclay, Paris
Centre for Energy Research, Budapest
Centre for Nuclear Research, Poland, (NCBJ)
CERN, Geneva
CNR, Rome
CNRS Orsay, Paris
Cockcroft Institute, Daresbury
DESY, Hamburg
Delft University of Technology
Edinburgh University
Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste
ESS Bilbao
Forschungszentrum Jülich
Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht
Huddersfield Univesrity
IFJ PAN, Krakow
INFN, Catania
INFN, Legnaro
INFN, Milan

Institute for Energy Research (IFE)
Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL)
Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, 
Oxford(ISIS)
Kopenhagen University
Laboratoire Léon Brilouin (LLB)
Lodz University of Technology
Lund University
Nuclear Physics Institute of the ASCR
Oslo University
Paul Sherrer Institute
Roskilde University
Tallinn Technical Univesrsity
Technical University of Chemnitz
Technical University of Denmark
Technical University Munich
Science and Technology Facilities Council 
University of Tartu
Uppsala University
WIGNER Research Centre for Physics
Wroclaw Univesrity of technology
Warsaw University of Technology
Zurich University of Applied Sciences 
(ZHAW)

Partner institutions delivering the design & 
construction of ESS
	  



Key Project Parameters

•  Deliver on the Technical Design Report performance and Steering 
Committee commitments
–  5 MW accelerator capability
–  Cost Book construction cost of 1.843 B€2013

–  Cost Book annual operations cost target of 140 M€2013
–  22 “public” instruments (16 included in the construction budget)

•  Start w/ unconstrained resources (technically limited schedule) and 
develop credible project execution plans

•  Comprehensive review of project baseline and execution plans
•  Secure funding and resources and align schedules with the available 

resources



ESS construction cost baseline

(Jan 2013 pricing) M EUR 

Conventional Facilities 531.9 

CF scope supported by host countries -93.0 

Accelerator Systems 510.2 

Target Systems 155.2 

Integrated Control System 73.0 

Design & Engineering 33.7 

Neutron Scattering Systems 350.0 

Project Support & Administration and Licensing 123.8 

Contingency 158.2 

Total Construction Budget and ESS Cost Book Value 1843.0 



ESS	  Schedule	  Objec7ves	  

Ground	  break	  	  

Machine*	  ready	  for	  first	  beam	  on	  Target	  

Machine	  installed	  	  
for	  2.0	  GeV	  

2013	   2014	   2015	   2016	   2017	   2018	   2019	   2020	   2021	   2022	   2023	   2024	   2025	  

Last	  Construc@on	  Phase	  
Instrument	  handover	  
to	  Opera@ons	  

Jun	  2014	   Sep	  2016	   Jun	  2019	   Sep	  2022	   Dec	  2025	  

Dec	  2019	  

Late	  finish	  –	  Machine	  
installed	  for	  2.0	  GeV	  

Dec	  2022	  

First	  instrument	  	  
ready	  for	  hot	  commissioning	  

3m	  

6m	  

Oct	  2017	  

Start	  of	  
User	  Programme	  

Machine*:	  Accelerator,	  Target	  &	  ICS	  

First	  installa@ons	  on-‐site	  (Accelerator)	  

First	  installa@ons	  on-‐site	  (Target	  &	  NSS)	  



Current	  S-‐curve	  based	  on	  February	  data	  
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1,685	

1,843	
1,843	

€	0M	

€	200M	

€	400M	

€	600M	

€	800M	

€	1,000M	

€	1,200M	

€	1,400M	

€	1,600M	

€	1,800M	

€	2,000M	

2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021	 2022	 2023	 2024	 2025	

Total	Baseline	Budget	without	
Con?ngency	(Cumula?ve)	
Total	Baseline	Budget	
(Cumula?ve)	
Total	Funding	(Cumula?ve)	

Total	Actual	Cost	(Cumula?ve)	

Total	Earned	Value	(Cumula?ve)	

ESS	Construc?on	Funding	&	Budget	Profile	
January	2013	prices	(“Host	CF	contribu/ons	not	included”)	

Machine	–	1st	
beam	on	Target	

Construc?on	
Starts	

First	installa?ons	
(of	Machine	Systems)	

16	Instruments	
complete	

Machine	
2.0	GeV	

Construc?on	
permit		

Start	User	
Program		

Start	
Commissioning	
Ion	Source		

t	

t	

t	
t	

t	
t	

t	 t	

ESS PROJECT BASELINE
Construction Starts Jan-2013
Initial Operations               2019
Project Completion & Closeout                          Dec-2025

Total Project (Cost Book)           € 1 843M
% Completed (Earned Value): 21,8%

Remaining Work to Complete € 1 317M
Remaining Contingency € 158,2M
Contingency as % of Remaining Work 12,0%

29-Feb-16Performance and Cost through:



ESS In-kind goals
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€  37
€  101

€  228

€  382

€  37

€  54

€  122

€  128

€  00

€  100

€  200

€  300

€  400

€  500

€  600

Controls Target Instruments (NSS) Accelerator

Cash
IKC

€ 510 M

€ 350 M

€ 155 M

€ 73 M

Construction cost: € 1.84 Billion
In-kind: € 747.5 Million

40.5% 



In-‐kind	  status	  and	  plans	  
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0	  €M	  
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600	  €M	  

800	  €M	  

1,000	  €M	  

1,200	  €M	  

1,400	  €M	  

2013	   2014	   2015	   2016	   2017	   2018	   2019	   2020	   2021	   2022	   2023	   2024	   2025	  

In-‐Kind	  iden,fied	  as	  possible	  Total	  Budget	  

In-‐kind	  Agreed	  &	  Planned	  Total	  Budget	  

Accelerator,	  Target,	  ICS	  and	  NSS	  Total	  Budget	  

€675M	  

€545M	  

Stretch	  Goal	  747	  M€	  
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Civil construction groundbreaking

September  2014 



August 2015



August

Progress	  in	  18	  months…	  

March 2016
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Summary

•  Construction project ~ 23% complete and ~ 35% by end of 2016
•  Emphasis on securing in-kind deliverables in a collaborative 

framework
•  Priority on schedule performance – key to success
•  Additional work to ensure European Spallation Source ERIC 

provides the institutional framework needed for long term success
•  Working to establishing operations plans consistent facility 

requirements and supportable by the ESS Council

Core Values are Excellence, Openness, Collaboration, and Sustainability
Mission – design, build, and operate the world’s

leading research facility using neutrons
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2016 priorities

•  Continue emphasis on schedule performance – key to success! 
•  Transition In-kind partners into execution phase – ongoing
•  3rd Annual Project Review and Response – complete
•  Submit application to regulatory authority for license to 

commission first stages of accelerator systems – complete
•  Establish a “cash facility” for liquidity gap/hold schedule – June
•  ESS start installation machine (accelerator) equipment – Sep
•  Establish operations plans consistent with requirements – Dec
•  Engage new members – ongoing!
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Accession procedure

Written application addressed to the Council Chair 
describing intended contributions and to comply with 
European Spallation Source ERIC Statutes

Conditions for accession subject to agreement between 
Belgium and the Council

Council to approval of the admission of Latvia as a 
European Spallation Source Member by unanimous vote

Conditions the same as Founding Members if accession 
completed prior to 31 August 2016

EU Commission informed
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Phase 1: 
First Contact

Establish contact on 
political and scientific 
level



Experience	  from	  other	  projects	  –	  	  
A	  few	  ingredients	  to	  success	  

Facility	  must	  be	  a	  priority	  of	  the	  science	  community!	  
	  Funding	  agency	  commitments	  and	  strong	  host	  role	  
	   	  Collabora7on	  leadership	  enables	  success	  of	  others	  
	   	   	  Establish	  realis7c	  goals	  –	  “Experience	  over	  hope”	  
	   	   	   	  Credibility	  through	  openness	  with	  transparency	  
	   	   	   	   	  Collec7ve	  ownership	  of	  problems	  &	  solu7ons	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  Populate	  the	  organiza7on	  with	  experience	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Success	  built	  on	  energy	  and	  enthusiasm!	  

	  
	  
	  
	  



Thank you!


